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Welcome to our Ranger Hunter Archery Guide, updated for Fashion 17: Undermountain/Rise and Mod 18 Hell's Descent. In this guide we will give you tips and information on how to play in the Ranger class, formerly called Hunter Ranger. To learn more about the new fashion, check out our 18 Infernal Descent guide. For the latest
Neverwinter news and events, go to THE MMOCULT Neverwinter Hub.As Hunter builds are not optimal currently in Neverwinter, this build is mainly designed for players who would like to have some opportunities to do damage with the bow on the range. It is recommended that you keep the warden of the Melee Combat load as well, our
warden Melee DPS build can be found here. Our Ranger PvP Build can be found here. The goal of our guidebooks is not only to show you the build that you can copy and use on your character, but also to show you the basic build and teach you the mechanics and stats of the game, so that you can understand and play your class to the
fullest. Try different tackles, feats and powers and learn to adapt your own build for your style of play. See our guide to make your own build for more information. Base Ranger Hunter InfoBest Ranger Hunter RacesMetallic Ancestry Dragonborn - 3% - Healing - From 2 to any two statistics - 1500 Crete - 3% Increase DamageDragonborn -
3% HP - Healing - 2 to any two stats - 1500 Crete - 3% Increase DamageWood Elf: 1% Critical Chance. No.2 Dex and Wis. 10% SlowDrow Resistance: Darkfire (Defense Reduction Proc). No 2 Dex and No.2 Wis or Cha. Trance (Healing Faster in Camps)Half-Orc - 5% Crete Harshness - No 2 Dex and No 2 Con or Str - 10% Speed for 3
sec when entering the combatRanger Hunter Ability to Score PriorityPut all your available assessment abilities in effect and Dexterity Rangerity Hunter 1.3 Stats / Ranking Priority Offensive Stats: Armor Infiltration (caps at 85K)Critical kick (caps at 85)Precision (Caps at 85)Combat advantage (Caps at 135k)Power (No Cap)Defensive
Stats:Defense (Caps at 85K) Deviation (caps at 85K)Critical Escape (Caps at 90K)Awareness (Caps at 95K)Health (Without Cap)Ranger Hunter Paragon Way and PowersRanger Hunter Combat PowersAt-Will: Fast ShotHunter in Team / Careful AttackEncounter Power::Narrowing ArrowLongstrider ShotCommanding ShotDaily Powers:
Class Features: Aspect Of Revenge Hunter FalconSeeker's VengeanceRangerHunter FeatsLongshotCritical ActionPredatorCommander in ChiefMore Than DisruptiveRanger Hunter Boons You should always choose the benefit based on facebook that statistic you need now. So a selection of several viable benefits are available to you for
each level. At the end of the game, you have to hit the stat caps without needing any benefit. Level 1 BoonsRecruit - 250 Strike - 250 CritCultist Bulwark - 1000 HPCultist Power - 1% Increase in damage and damage resistance against. Cultists.Tier 2 BoonsSquire's Training - 250 PowerArmor Penetration - 250 Armor PenetrationDemonic
Bulwark - 1000 HPDemonic Mastery - 1% Increase in damage and damage resistance against demons. Training Level 3 BoonsKnight - - PowerCombat advantage - 250 Combat AdvantageDino Bulwark - 1000 HPSimple Support - 2% Companion InfluenceDino Power - 1% Increase in damage and damage resistance compared to dinos.
Training Level 4 BoonsCaptain - 250 PowerAccuracy - 250 AccuracyNecrotic Bulwark - 1000 HPNecrotic Mastery - 1% Increase in damage and damage resistance compared to the undead. Tier 5 Boons (Choose 2)Heavy criticism - 1% Crete Heaviness for rankCall power - 1% action point gain on rank turn - 1% Recovery rate to rank.
Master BoonsGuild BoonsOffense - PowerDefense - Hit PointsRanger Hunter Arms and Gear If you are new to Neverwinter and need to know how to get the best gear and increase the level of the item, check out our Gearing Up Guide.The best way to outfit in Neverwinter is by making a lot of Astral Diamonds, check out our Astral
Diamond Guide to learn all the secrets of AD Agriculture. HeadLion Guard Raid HoodFancy Duelants Mask CormyrProt'ge / of the Spy GuildArmorArmsVivified Primal Assault GwanitisSpiked Defenders VambraceFeetWeaponsLionHeart Set (Best in Slot) Alabamar / Burnished SetMain Hand Modification: Offhand Modification: Ring Ring
TeacherRing from Wyvern (Solo) Pupils' Spoils (Musical Box Set) (Group) ShirtPantsRanger Hunter ArtifactsPrimary Artifact Envenomed Storyteller in The Staff Of FlowersDecanter of Atropal EssenceSecondary ArtifactsChoose Secondary Artifacts Arcturia Music BoxTrobriands RingStaff of FlowersHalaster's Blast ScepterRanger Hunter
Charchant with the stats you're missing with your gear, Good, etc in mind. For example, if you have restricted Crete with your gear and good, don't get azure spells for your crime slots. If you still need to clarify your enchantment, see Insults Charms One Tenebrous Charm - Shining CharmsDefense CharyRadiant charmUtility
EnchantmentsTactical EnchantmentDarkFey's Blessing / Dragon Keeper / Charmor CharmArmor CharchantyBarkshielmentWeapon EnchantmentsVorpal EnchantmentsVorpal Enchant EnchantmentsVartmentsVarious Marks from Stronghold VendorCorrupt Black Ice / Lethal / PiercingBlack / Red Dragon GlyphArmor Reinforcement
KitsJewelry KitsJewelry KitsCombat Advantage JewelRanger Consumables - BuffsConsider receives VIP power for POWER VIP buff, If you're no longer. Also, always stand in campfires to get the no.1 ability of the campfire to have a positive effect. Get one from each of the lines below: The Authorized Chain of Weights (Best in the Slot)
of the Adorable Pocket Pet of Tymora's Lucky CoinWild Storm Elixir's Elixir of FateSquash Soup, sorbetRanger Hunter CompanionsSummoned CompanionBulette Pupment Power Potent Assault PowersTamed Velociraptor - 2000 Power party member using it. Staldorf - 8000 Combat AdvantageDepcrow Hatchling - 8000 PowerBatiri - 4%
Damage from bosssDefense PowersMinstrel - 4000 Power and 2000 AwarenessBroom - 4% Critical GravityContured - 4% Critical Heaviness and 2000 Critical AvoidanceGreen Slime - 8000 DefensePha Spiderse - 2000 Critical Strike and 4000 Combat AdvantageUtility PowersAlpha Compy - 5% PowerOwlbear Cub - 10% chance of
getting on 50% of you PowerCompanion EquipmentDouble offense slotted out of companion gearCompanion RunestonesEmpowered RunestoneRanger Hunter MountsWhen choosing the legendary mountain for Mount Powers, mountain, which has both useful equipment and combat power. The best choice for the first legendary
mountain as a Ranger is Swarm.What other mounts you use are not so important. It is important to get the right marks bonuses, and many different mounts can offer different bonuses. To find out what mountain has the bonus you want, check out our Insignia Bonus Guide.All classes and specifications should consider using The Fortune
Wanderer before you've clarified all your gear and charms, for additional refinement every day. Mount Insignia Bonuses Assassin's CovenantCavalry's WarningArtificer's PersuasionGladiator's GuileSurvivor's GiftInsignia Type Brutality/ Dominance for Power, or, for example, any other with the stats you need. You can also use Insignia to
get your defensive stats to cover for survivability. Ranger Hunter Mount PowersMount Equip Power: 5000 or 10,000 PowerMount Combat Power:Bat Swarm (Swarm) (Best in the Slot) (Tenser's Transformation) More information about the Ranger class can be found on Neverwinter Reddit. Additional builds and additional information can
also be found on MMOMinds. For the latest Neverwinter news, go to the MMOCULT Neverwinter Hub. For the latest Fashion 18 Hell's Descent Ranger to build information, check out Lord Willow's new Neverwinter Ranger build video. Highlights of the build: These guides are not designed to be a comprehensive bible on how you should
build your class, but offer solid alternatives to get started in a new fashion. Each of these builds should offer a solid foundation for you to start playing a new mod, but don't necessarily represent BiS, as this may depend on your preferred style of play, gear and stats. Ranger Notes: The melee ranger build is the most viable from a DPS
perspective. Check out the new video for more information on the melee Guard Ranger build. All ranger AOE builds, if played right, must be within 5% of DPS apart. Ranger remains the most flexible class in the game with a strong AOE and one goal builds in both Warden and Hunter paragons. You Focus archery, mixed position, or
melee in the path of the guard, and go single-goal archery or prickly roots to build in Hunter. All of these styles of play are viable for the ultimate game content. Check out Lord Willow Ranger's version to build a video for to the dps guard to build. Make sure you scroll down to the bottom of the page for DPS focused level 80 Ranger to build
(Guardian) information. If you're interested in jumping straight into Ranger gameplay, check out Lord Willow's Ranger gameplay video. Level builds AOE (pure melee) It's all about hitting as many targets as possible, and having a flurry as often as possible to increase clear ground damage and then move on to a quick hit as your own in
your opinion when the goals are reduced to one or two remaining. Never turn off a melee position to maximize your damage. AOE Melee AOE (Pure Archery) Is all about staying in an archery position, and hitting as many targets as possible and using (to the maximum benefit) an electric shot. AoE Ranged/Archery AOE (Stance Switching)
is an AOE archery assembly that depends on using (with maximum benefit) position switching and using an electric shot. AOE (DOT/Trapper Style) Is a switch position to build all about applying roots and bleeding. Your mainstay is a quick shot, although the directional impact can be mixed if it runs with a tank. Use the crushing roots as
an alternative to the seeker's revenge. One goal (Style archery, best one damage target) The only time you would switch out of range position for this build is to apply a gushing wound. A quick shot and a directional shot of your At-Will props (a quick shot has a very slight advantage in damage per second). You can easily switch
marauders to run for narrowing the arrow, in which case also switch Thorned Roots feat for critical action. Level 80 Builds Thanks to further hard work from Lord Willow, we can bring you a new level 80 Ranger build to try and customize. There are proposed DPS boon on the Masters build for Level 80. For more information on the melee
warden Ranger (best Ranger build for DPS), check out Lord Willow's video. The AOE Pure Middle Fight warden is all about hitting as many targets as possible, and with a flurry as often as possible to boost clear ground damage, switch to a quick kick as your score when the goals are cut to one or two remaining. Never turn off a melee
position to maximize your damage. This build is not for the faint of heart, because it's all melee all the time (and no life steal), you will have a lot of breaks because of the enemy AOE, that reset your rotation, and therefore reduce the damage output When the AOE rotation looks like this: Throw caution to the zgt; Clear the ground x4 zgt;
Hindering Strike zgt; Clear the ground x4 (or a quick kick if up to 1-2 goals) of the zgt; Steel Breeze qgt; land Clear x4'gt; (or fast kick if up to 1-2 goals) Don't forget to mix in Forest Ghost for and Snipe for one purpose Warden AOE Pure Archery It's all about staying in archery position, hitting as many targets as possible and using an
electric shot. You should never switch to a melee position with this build to maximize your damage This build is a lot of fun to play (so fun fun This build I used to level up to 80 on Live), maybe not as effective on paper as the switch position build, but it offers dynamic gameplay, and allows you to defend a little to avoid enemy AOE land
(don't get interrupted to dodge more DPS). This build pairs very well with a tank, or a middle-class DPS holding most of the agro. Rotation: Split Sky's Electric Shot x3 zgt; Rain Arrows zgt; squeezing arrow or cordon of arrows , electric shot before meeting with a cooling (fast shot for one goal) Warden AOE Stance Switch This AOE
archery build that depends on the use of the position switching, and using an electric shot. This build can go two ways... If you want to be more archery focused to take Storm Conduit Feat, the more melee focused Take Blade Hurricane feat warden AOE Stance Switching Hunter AOE Bloody Rooter This assembly has become my
personal favorite for Solo running in the Master Expedition, and has been a strong asset in several dungeon runs. This assembly will give you the most breathable room with little extra control, and DOT damage, but will be harder to master maximizing your damage (getting the most out of the snake aspect). From an AOE perspective, this
build performs roughly even with other AOE builds, but it does much better than the other AOE builds on one purpose. This position switching build is all about applying roots and bleeding, the prop on will be a quick shot, although the directional kick can be mixed in if running with a tank, use the revenge seeker as an alternative to
crushing roots. Make sure to use Mark Slashers Daily while in batches to get a little more Stamina for your tanks. The hunter of one purpose archery is focused In theory this build has the potential to give you the best one damage target and has good blast potential, in practice this build is situationally limited. Most of the best forces for this
assembly have long been cast once, this assembly will pull the aggro from mediocre tanks, and is largely not an AOE utility for bosses who spawn henchmen. Therefore, this build should be limited to scenarios where you know there will be no need for an AOE, and you have a good tank keeping the enemy AOE out from under your feet.
Once you start dodging around your damage outlet will fall the only time you would switch out of range position for that build is to apply a gushing wound. A quick shot and a directional shot of your At-Will props (a quick shot has a very slight advantage in damage per second). It's easy to switch looters to escape for narrowing arrows, in
which case also switch Thorne Roots feat for critical action Hunter single purpose archery focused If you want, you can check out our archival Ranger main build blog. neverwinter hunter ranger build mod 16. neverwinter hunter ranger archery build. neverwinter hunter ranger build mod 18. neverwinter hunter ranger build mod 19.
neverwinter hunter ranger build mod 15. neverwinter hunter ranger build 2018. neverwinter hunter ranger trapper build mod 15. neverwinter hunter ranger dps build
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